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Preface 

 

For more than twenty years, I have taught a course in the History of the English 

Language at Teikyo University Junior College. Since the course is one semester 

with 15 class-sessions and the target students are at the junior college level, I have 

always tried to choose interesting and important aspects of the history of the 

English language. I have also tried to answer why-questions about Modern English 

use by referring to the usage of the past and to have students understand the 

general flow of its history, that is, Old English and Middle English. For I believe 

that by looking back on the past, we will be able to understand the present better. 

In this paper, I will replicate what I have done in my classes and you will find out 

what my English history course has been about. Also by reading this paper, I hope 

you will understand as I do the history of the English language and become more 

interested in the making of our present-day English. 

 

Chapter 1: The Indo-European Language Family, Iberians and Celts 

 

Section 1: The Bible says … 

Before Sir William Jones (1746 – 1794) discovered that most of the languages in 

Europe originated from one language, people in the West believed in what was said 

in the Bible.  Genesis 11 in the Old Testament says:    
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And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech. And it came to pass, 

as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar and 

they dwelt there. … Let us make brick, and burn them thoroughly. … Let us 

build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; … (King James 

Version) 

 

The land of Shinar mentioned above was a geographic term for present-day Iraq, 

known in ancient times as Mesopotamia, which is also referred to as the cradle of 

civilization.  The Bible says, “They found a plain in the land of Shinar; and …”  

Where was the plain?  What was the plain called?  The Bible continues to say: 

 

Let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole 

earth. And the LORD came down to see the city and the tower, which the 

children of men builded. … Let us go down, and there confound their language, 

that they may not understand one another’s speech. So the LORD scattered 

them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they left off to build 

the city. Therefore is the name of it called Babel. … (King James Version) 

 

People on the plain decided to give a person or a thing a name, which was against 

God’s will.  And they began to make a tower, which would be high enough to reach 

the heaven.  This was also against God’s will.  So the Lord came down and 

confounded their language and scattered the people around the world, which 

meant people in different places could not communicate with each other.  The city 

where they built the tower was called Babel, and this tower was called the Tower of 

Babel.  And it is said that the city of Babel was located in what is today, Babylon.  

We cannot see the real Tower of Babel there today, but a tower at the Borsippa 

ruins to the south of Babylon is said to appear similar to the Tower of Babel.  You 

can find it in the following site: <http://www.visitbabylon.com/Registration.html>. 

The etymological meaning of Babel is the gate of the god.  Look at the following 
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excerpt from the Online Etymology Dictionary.  

 

Babel: capital of Babylon, late 14c., from Heb. Babhel (Gen. ix), from Akkadian 

bab-ilu “Gate of God” (from bab “gate” + ilu “god”). (<http://www.etymonline. 

com/index.php?term=Babel>) 

 

But when it comes to the Tower of Babel, it has become symbols of impractical plan, 

man’s arrogance and confusion of languages.  So different peoples spoke different 

languages and the number of the languages spoken at that time, according to the 

Bible, was 72.  People in the West believed this story up until 1786, when Sir 

William Jones made a speech on the history and culture of the Hindus and 

mentioned that languages in Europe as well as Sanskrit seemed to have the same 

origin. 

 

Section 2: Sir William Jones (1746 – 1794) 

Sir William Jones publicized his idea in a book in 1788.  The following is his most 

quoted passage: 

 

The Sanskcrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of wonderful structure; 

more perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely 

refined than either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in the 

roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could possibly have been 

produced by accident; so strong indeed, that no philologer could examine them 

all three, without believing them to have sprung from some common source 

which, perhaps, no longer exists; there is a similar reason, though not quite so 

forcible, for supposing that both the Gothick and the Celtick, though blended 

with a very different idiom, had the same origin with the Sanskcrit; and the old 

Persian might be added to the same family...  (Jones, Collected Works, Volume 

III : 34-5) (Underlined parts are mine.)      
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And his suggestion marked the beginning of comparative linguistics and Indo- 

European studies.  One of his followers was Franz Bopp (1791 – 1867), who was a 

German philologist and also a professor at the University of Berlin from 1821 to 

1864, and who researched many languages and demonstrated the relationship of 

the Indo-European languages in his Vergleichende Grammatik (meaning, 

comparative grammar) (1866). 

 

Most major languages of Europe, Iranian Plateau and South Asia belong to what 

we call the Indo-European language family.  There are many charts about the 

language family tree on the Internet, but the following seems to be one of the most 

detailed. 

 

<http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/IndoEuropeanTree.svg> 

 

Where was the homeland of the Indo-European language family?   There is some 

disagreement about where the original homeland was located: some scholars insist 

that it was in present-day Lithuania and others say it was in southwestern Russia, 

but many scholars agree that the homeland was somewhere in the east of Turkey.  

So we could say that the proto-language was born there about 7,000 years ago. 

 

From this homeland spread the proto-Indo-European language to the areas around 

the homeland as people scattered in all directions.  As time went by, people in 

different areas began to speak different languages.  Various subgroups of the 

language family appeared.  Among them was a subgroup of Germanic languages 

and English belongs to this group. 

 

Section 3: Geographical Features easy to invade 

When you look at the map of Great Britain and Europe, you will easily notice that 

in the olden times (about 10,000 years ago) Great Britain was a part of the 
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European Continent.  That is, Great Britain was a sort of peninsula of the 

continent or it was connected to the continent with a land bridge.  Either way, the 

relatively shallow depth of the Strait of Dover made it easy to enter or invade the 

land of Great Britain from the continent once the land began to move away from 

the continent.  (Even today the depth is only about 40 meters on average.)  You 

can see what the island looked like by going to the following site: <http://wapedia. 

mobi/en/Doggerland>. 

 

Among the people who first landed on Great Britain were Iberians.  They landed 

on the island more than 5,000 years ago and built stone circles all over the island 

and in Ireland.  It is said that they built about 1,000 stone circles there.  You will 

be surprised at so many stone circles by visiting the following site: <http://www. 

megalith.ukf.net/bigmap.htm>. 

 

One of the most famous stone circles in Britain and the biggest one is Stonehenge 

near Salisbury.  They started to build the monument about 5,100 years ago and 

completed it about 3,500 years ago.  They had brought sizable stones from Wales 

to the site and built the monument as a temple, it is said.  So we could say the 

earliest settlers in Britain had a megalithic culture.  Since they left so many stone 

circles and left no written works, we can’t tell exactly for what they built 

Stonehenge and so many stone works.  If you are interested in Stonehenge, all you 

have to do is visit the following site: <http://www.stonehenge.co.uk/index.php>. 

 

Next came the Celts in three different stages.  The first Celts came between 600 

and 450 BC and the second Celts between 400 and 250 BC and the third ones 

between 250 and 100 BC.  It is said that ancient Celts were war-like people, and 

they fought even against their own tribes if they belonged to different families.  

They put their family and relatives ahead of other Celts.  They wore tartans (plaid 

twills) and each family wove different tartans, and so each tartan had a role of a 
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family crest. 

 

Section 4: Celtic Place Names in Britain and in Europe 

Britain: This word is from a Celtic word Pritani, meaning figured folk, because 

they wore tattoos. 

 

Kent: This is a county in southeast England and this word has a meaning of 

border or rim in Celtic. 

 

Stratford-upon-Avon: Strat is a Latin term for street and ford is a Germanic term 

for marsh, and Avon is a Celtic word meaning river.  Other Celtic river names in 

Britain are the Exe, the Esk, the Usk, the Ouze, the Don, and the Thames (= 

dark river).  Dover in the Strait of Dover means waters in Celtic. 

 

Other Celtic place names in Europe: 

 

Alps < alp : high rocky mountains 

Pennines in Appennino and Pyrenees, and peninsula < pen, ben : protruding 

place 

Rhein < ri, rhe : current, river 

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. Draw a simple chart that shows the Indo-European languages.  Refer to the 

following site: <http://www.danshort.com/ie/iecentum.htm> 

 

2. Do a search on Sir William Jones on the Internet and find out who he was and 

how many languages he was able to understand? 

 

3. How big is each of the stones used to build Stonehenge?      
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4. Stratford-upon-Avon is a very famous tourist destination today.  Why is it? 

 

Chapter 2: Romans in Britain 

 

Section 1: The Roman Empire and Britain 

First of all, visit the following site and observe how the empire rose and fell: 

<http://www.roman-empire.net/maps/map-empire.html> 

 

Julius Caesar (c.100 BC - 44 BC) wrote about Britain in Gallic War and this 

marked the beginning of the historic times of Britain.  He invaded Britain twice, 

once in 55 BC and once in 54 BC. 

 

On August 26, 55 BC, two Roman legions (about 10,000 soldiers) under Caesar’s 

command left Portus Itius (today’s Boulogne) and crossed the English Channel in 

ships.  But when Roman ships with 500 cavalry soldiers and horses also tried to 

make the channel crossing four days later, they were driven back to France by bad 

weather.  The same storm seriously damaged many of the Roman ships on the 

beach at Deal.  So the Roman invasion of that year went wrong. 

 

The next year Julius Caesar organized a much larger expedition to Britain, with a 

total of 800 ships used to transport five legions and 2,000 cavalry troops, plus 

horses and a large baggage train. The Romans sailed from Portus Itius on the night 

of July 6, and landed unopposed the following day on the beach between Deal and 

Sandwich.  Caesar, who was the first Roman crossing of the English Channel, 

spent three months making an expedition to Britain, but he was not able to 

establish a permanent base there. 

 

After Julius Caesar, Emperor Claudius (10 BC - 54 AD) reconquered Britain in 43 

AD.  Some Celtic people learned Latin to communicate with Romans and to get a 
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good job from them, and those Celts were called bilingual Celts. 

 

In 120 AD, Emperor Hadrian went on a punitive expedition against Picts (Celtic 

people) and started to build a huge wall called Hadrian’s Wall in 122 AD.  The 

wall, which was the northernmost boundary of the Roman Empire until early 5th 

century, was built to keep Roman Britain safe from the barbaric Picts. 

 

The wall stretched from the North Sea to the Irish Sea (from the Tyne to the 

Solway), and the length was 80 Roman miles (about 73 modern miles, 118.3km) 

long, 8-10 feet wide, and 15 feet high.  The Romans also built a system of small 

forts called milecastles (housing garrisons of up to 60 men) every Roman mile along 

its entire length, with towers every 1/3 mile.  Sixteen larger forts holding from 500 

to 1,000 troops were built into the wall, with large gates on the north face.  To the 

north of the wall the Romans dug a wide ditch with six foot high earthen banks.  

You can find a drawing picture of this in the following site: <http://www.cycle- 

routes.org/hadrianscycleway/ roman_sites/roman2.html> 

 

The pictures below taken by the author show the Hadrian’s Wall at Housesteads. 
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Not to change the subject, Walker is a very common family name.  In fact, 

according to the 2000 US census, the most common family names are as follows: 

Smith, Johnson, Williams, Brown, Jones, Miller, Davis, Garcia, Rodriguez, Wilson, 

etc.  Among the list of family names in the US, Walker ranks 28th.  And some 

Walker families seem to have some connection with the Hadrian’s Wall we’re 

discussing here.  Of course there are other Walkers who have nothing to do with 

the wall.  The fact is that the name Walker comes either from Walker, a place 

name in Northumbria, meaning wall (= Hadrian’s Wall) and kerr (= marsh) or from 

Middle English walkere (= to walk, tread), an occupational name for a fuller (= a 

workman who fulls (= cleans and thickens) freshly woven cloth for a living).  So 

there were people who were born in Walker (= marsh near the Hadrian’s Wall) and 

who were named Walker after the name of their hometown.      

 

Section 2: Place Names in Latin 

The name of the town of Sandwich in Kent consists of two parts; sand (OE) + vicus 

(L) (= dwelling place, village).  So Sandwich literally means Sand Village, which is 

a port town facing the North Sea.  Sandwich reminds us of a food item sandwich.  

Is there any connection between them?  Yes, there is.  There was an earl named 

John Montagu, who was the Fourth Earl of Sandwich (1718-1792).  He is credited 

with the invention of the sandwich, long said to be to sustain himself while 

gambling.  But the fact seems to be, according to the earl’s biographer Nicholas 

Andrew Martin Rodger, that the sole source was gossip mentioned in a travel book 
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by Pierre Jean Grosley, and that at the period in question (1765) he was known to 

be very busy, and it is just as likely that it was for the purpose of eating at his desk.  

Then who really invented sandwiches?  The idea of putting food between pieces of 

bread is credited to Hillel the Elder, a Jewish leader who lived before Jesus.  That 

was quite a long time ago. 

 

If Sandwich means sand village, then Greenwich means green village, a village full 

of green, and Gatwick means goat village or goat farm. 

 

There is a city called Chester in Cheshire, England.  Chester means a town or city 

in Latin, to be more precise, a fortified place in Latin.  Doncaster in South 

Yorkshire also means town near the River Don.  (< Cestre (1086), from O.E. 

Legacæstir (735) “City of the Legions,” from O.E. ceaster “Roman town or city,” 

from L. castrum “fortified place.” <http://www.etymonline.com/>) 

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. How many years did it take to complete the Hadrian’s Wall and how much stone 

did they use to build it altogether?  One more question.  The Romans dug a ditch 

not only to the north of the wall but also they dug one to the south of the wall.  

Why did the Romans dig a ditch to the south when the threat was from the north?  

Refer to the following site: <http://www.britainexpress.com/History/Hadrian’s_Wall.htm> 

 

2. There is one more wall to the north of the Hadrian’s Wall.  What is the name of 

the wall?  Try to find out why they built another wall there. 

 

3. Go to Google Maps < http://maps.google.com/> and enter “Newcastle-upon-Tyne,” 

“United Kingdom” and Walker in the search box.  Try to find the place name of 

Walker. 
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4. Visit the following page and study about the town of Sandwich: <http://www. 

open-sandwich.co.uk/>. 

 

Chapter 3:  The Germanic Invasion into Britain and the Birth of English 

 

Section 1: Teutoburger Wald 

When the Roman Empire was growing in strength in the first century AD, they had 

battles or wars all over Europe.  The Germanic peoples, on the other hand, 

remained outside the control of the empire, but gradually they came to have battles 

with the Romans.  And these wars were responsible for the decline of the Western 

Roman Empire.  In 9 AD, there was a battle between Germanic tribes and Roman 

soldiers in the Teutoburg Forest (= Teutoburger Wald) in present-day Germany.  

Since Germanic people lived in the forest and knew everything about the location 

and Roman soldiers knew little about the forest, Germanic soldiers ambushed and 

destroyed Roman legions and finally won the battle.  This means, although there 

were numerous successful military operations by the Roman army over the Rhine 

in the years after the battle, the number of attempts to conquer Germania made by 

the Romans was going down, and they failed to hold the Germanic land beyond the 

river. 

 

Back in 1985 when I was traveling 

in Germany, I got off the train at 

Bielefeld and walked into the 

Teutoburg Forest.  Since the forest 

was still enormous, even if the area I 

walked around was not so large, I 

got a feeling of how Germanic people 

fought against the Romans.  The 

trees in the forest were all very tall, but I found each tree grew apart from each 
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other, which meant, the sunlight coming down to the ground made the area 

relatively light so that ancient Germanic people were able to live in the forest.  

(Look at the picture above.)  In fact, Germanic people lived there and knew a lot 

about their neighborhood. 

 

Section 2: Germanic Invasion 

Around from the end of the 4th century to 

the 5th century the decline of the Roman 

Empire began.  Its territories and some 

parts of Italy, the empire’s home country, 

fell to various invading or indigenous peoples.  

During this period Roman soldiers in 

Britain were called to come back to Rome 

to defend their native country.  Now in 

Britain only a few Romans were there, so 

barbaric Celts (= Picts and Scots) began to 

come down to the southern part of Britain 

from their harsh environment in northern 

Britain.  Around 450 AD, Vortigern, king 

of the Britons at that time, asked Germanic tribes living in the Frisian Islands, 

northern Germany and the Jutland Peninsula to come to Britain to fight against 

the Celts.  I wrote, “The king asked Germanic tribes to …,” but the plain fact is 

that Germanic people were on their way to expansion.  Some went into Britain, 

and others went into France and other parts of Europe.  So the Germanic tribes 

who went to Britain in the 5th century were not invited, but they invaded the 

country.  Legend has it that Hengest (sometimes spelled Hengist) and Horsa led 

Germanic tribes to Britain.  (See the picture on the previous page.)  They landed 

at Ypwines Fleot in the Isle of Thanet in 449.  Ypwines Fleot is thought to be 

today’s Ebbsfleet or Ramsgate.  The picture shows the scene of their arrival at 
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Ypwines Fleot.  If you take a closer look at the flag in the picture, you will notice 

the drawing of a horse.  Hengest and Horsa were believed to be horse gods.  Why 

a horse?  A horse is considered a symbol of vitality and power.  So that is why you 

will see quite a few equestrian statues in Europe.  Why gods?  Hengest and 

Horsa were brothers and they were sons of Wihtgils.  And Wihtgils was the son of 

Witta; Witta of Wecta; Wecta of Woden; Woden of Frithowald; Frithowald of 

Frithuwulf; Frithuwulf of Finn: Finn of Godwulf; Godwulf of Geat, who was the son 

of a god.  So Hengest and Horsa were, in the final analysis, descendants of a god. 

 

Once the Germanic people conquered the island and settled there, their enemies 

such as Celts and Britons were driven to the west of Britain and they were called 

Welsh, meaning non-Germanic foreigner in West Saxon.  Similarly Wales, the 

area they lived in, comes from a Saxon word Wealas, meaning a foreign country.  

To Saxons, Wales seemed to be a foreign country where different tribes lived with 

different languages.  On the other hand, people in Wales called their country 

Cymru (/kʌmri/) in Welsh, meaning the land of fellow-countrymen. 

 

The following is a list of some Welsh words. 

 

aber : a small river 

afon : a river 

bach : small  

Llandrindod : church of the Trinity 

llan : church 

Shwmae : Hello 

Bore da : Good morning 

Diolch yn fawr : Thank you very much 

Saeson : Saxon = people in England 
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As for the pronunciation of ll as in llan in Welsh, let me quote the explanation from 

the following site: <http://www.go4awalk.com/facts/ welsh.php>.  It says: 

 

Ll is peculiarly Welsh and difficult to describe. Form your lips and tongue to 

pronounce the letter L, but then blow air gently around the sides of the tongue 

instead of saying anything. The nearest you can get to this sound in English is an 

l with a th in front of it. 

 

So llan, which means a church, sounds like /θlan/ in English.  When I was 

traveling in Wales, I stayed in a town called Llandrindod Wells.  Since I didn’t 

know how to pronounce this town’s name correctly, I went into the tourist 

information center there and asked a man at the desk.  He kindly taught me how 

to pronounce the town’s name.  He pronounced it several times and I tried to 

imitate his pronunciation until he said OK. 

 

Section 3: Birth of English 

Now that Jutes, Angles, Saxons and Frisians settled in Britain in the 5th century, 

their Germanic languages began to change little by little.  They used different 

dialects but they could understand most of what other tribes were saying.  Angles 

called their country Englaland, which means the land of the Angles.  Their 

language became Englisc, which means the Angles. 

 

English at an early stage had four distinct dialects: Northumbrian, Mercia, 

Kentish and West-Saxon.  There were also differences in spelling.  You can find 

the differences in the following site: <http://www.hf.ntnu.no/engelsk/staff/ 

johannesson/!oe/texts/oedial/dialmenu.htm>. After around 900 AD, West-Saxon 

became widely used as a standard written language. 

 

Germanic people used runes before they used the Roman alphabet.  And the 
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Anglo-Saxon brought their own 

writing system with them when 

they invaded the British Isles.  

Like the Celtic oghams (/oumz/), 

runes were engraved on stone 

monuments and also on weapons 

and armor.  (Remember that the 

word write comes from the Old 

English verb writan, which 

means to scratch runes into bark.)  Runes are sometimes called futhark (also 

spelled futhorc and futhork) because the first six runic characters are pronounced 

that way.  Although runes are not used these days as ordinary written characters, 

we can still find some ancient runic characters in Britain.  Go to the British 

Museum and you will see the Franks Casket there.  This casket is a very small 

whalebone chest made in the 8th century.  On each side there is a picture and 

around the picture you will notice unique characters engraved in the case.  These 

characters are runes.  Go to Ruthwell Church in Dumfries, which is in the south of 

Scotland.  You will find another runic character inscription on the cross.  You can 

read further information about this runic cross by visiting the following site: 

<http://www. englandtree.com/photos/albums/grierson/ruthwell/index.html>.   

 

I had the chance to see the Franks Casket in the British Museum on two occasions 

and I went to Ruthwell Church to see the famous Ruthwell Cross.  When I went to 

Ruthwell Church, I found the front door closed and locked.  Nobody was in there.  

I went back the way I came to find someone who lived in this neighborhood and 

knew how to open the church.  On the way there was a house and beside the front 

door of the house there was a key to the church.  Since the memo gave permission 

to take the key out, I took the key to the church and opened the door and entered 

the church.  Of course there was nobody there and I had a very peaceful and quiet 
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moment observing the amazing piece of stonework. 

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. Where are the Teutoburger forest and the Rhine?  Look for them in a map. 

 

2. What is the meaning of English etymologically? 

 

3. Why do we Japanese call England Igirisu?      

 

4. Look for a map which shows where four English dialects were spoken. 

 

5. Go to the following site and write your name using the runic alphabet. 

<http://www.runewebvitki.com/Rune%20Origins1.htm> 

 

Chapter 4: Old English Grammar 

 

Section 1: Nouns 

When West Germanic invaders began to settle in the British Isles in the 5th and 

6th centuries, there were mainly four dialects in use but they were intelligible with 

each other.  As time went by, the dialects that Angles and Saxons spoke became 

dominant and they became what we call Old English.  The period of Old English 

was from around the 6th century to the middle of the 12th century.  In this 

chapter, we will study Old English from a grammatical viewpoint, that is, how Old 

English differs from Modern English in grammar.  First of all, we will take up 

cases.  Cases in Modern English are nominative, genitive, objective, and absolute 

possessive.  Take the personal pronoun I for example.  I is nominative, my is 

genitive, me is objective and mine is absolute possessive.  On the other hand, in 

Old English there were nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, and instrumental.  

The dative and accusative cases correspond to the indirect and direct objects in 
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Modern English. 

 

Not only personal pronouns but also nouns were declined in Old English – that is, 

the ending of the noun changed to reflect its function in the sentence.  And nouns 

are also categorized by grammatical genders – masculine, feminine or neuter.  

(Before going on any further, let me mention here that there are quite a few good 

websites about Old English grammar.  And among them you will find the 

following site very helpful when you study Old English inflections: <http://faculty. 

virginia.edu/OldEnglish/courses/handouts/magic.pdf>. 

 

The Strong Noun Declension 

Masculine 

stān (= stone) 

Neuter 

scip (= ship) 

Feminine 

giefu (= gift) 

 

Case 

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nominative stān stān-as scip scip-u gief-u gief-a, -e

Genitive stān-es stān-a scip-es scip-a gief-e gief-a, 

-ena 

Accusative stān stān-as scip scip-u gief-e gief-a, -e

Dative stān-e stān-um scip-e scip-um gief-e gief-um

Like stān are: beorg (= hill), eard (= country), fisc (= fish), hām (= home), hlāf (= 

loaf), rāp (= rope). 

Like scip are: god (= god), dēofol (= devil), hēafodu (= head). 

Like giefu are: andswaru (= answer), lufu (= love), talu (= tale), wicu (= week).   

 

The Weak Noun Declension 

Masculine 

nama (= name) 

Neuter 

ēage (= eye) 

Feminine 

sunne (= sun) 

 

Case 

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Nom. nam-a nam-an ēag-e ēag-an sunn-e sunn-an

Gen. nam-an nam-ena ēag-an ēag-ena sunn-an sunn-ena

Acc. nam-an nam-an ēag-e ēag-an sunn-an sunn-an

Dat. nam-an nam-um ēag-an ēag-um sunn-an sunn-um

Like naman (= name) are: cnapa (= boy), fōda (= food), ġe-lēafa (= belief), mōna (= 
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moon), oxa (= ox), steorra (= star), tīma (= time). 

Like sunne are: ċiriċe (= church), eorþe (= earth), heorte (= heart), tunge (= 

tongue), wīse (= manner). 

 

By the way, in today’s English we use an apostrophe in writing to show that one or 

more letters or figures are missing, such as don’t (= do not) or ’11 (= 2011).  So if 

you write “Tom’s ropes,” the apostrophe indicates that something must be missing 

between Tom and s.  What is the missing letter?  If you take a look at the genitive 

form of stān in the above chart of the Strong Noun Declension, you will notice that 

-es was used to show the genitive form of stān.  So we could say that the missing 

letter of “Tom’s” is an e.  How about ropes in “Tom’s ropes”?  S, as in “ropes”, 

shows that it is the plural form of the noun rope, and in present-day English if the 

noun is a regular noun, the plural is formed by adding -s to the singular.  Again if 

you take a closer look at the plural form of stān, you will be aware that -as was 

used.  So as for “ropes,” even if there is no apostrophe, we should think that there 

must have been a between rope and -s. 

 

This time let us look at the weak masculine noun nama.  Its plural form is naman.  

This reminds us of the fact that there are ox – oxen and child – children, etc. in 

today’s English.  Other weak masculine nouns such as fōda (= food), mōna (= 

moon), muþa (= mouth), steorra (= star), tīma (= time), sunne (= sun) did not 

become fooden, moonen, mouthen, staren, timen, sunnen, but have become foods, 

moons, mouths, stars, times, and suns respectively.  In other words, the plural 

form -s has come to be used in most of the nouns that have weak declensions. 

 

In Modern English we have foot – feet, mouse – mice, louse – lice, tooth – teeth, 

goose – geese, and man – men.  In these examples the plural form is made by 

changing the vowel part.  The plural form made in this way is called the mutation 

plural and in Old English there were fōt (= foot) – fēt (= feet), mūs (mouse) – mӯs 
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(mice), lūs (louse) – lӯs (lice), tōþ (tooth) – tēþ (teeth), gōs (goose) – gēs (geese), and 

mann (man) – menn (men). As for a book and books, bōc (book) and bēc (books) 

were used in Old English, but they have become a book and books.      

 

Neuter nouns that had no declension were as follows: scēap (= sheep), swin (= 

swine), deor (= deer), wif (= woman), word (= word), hus (= house), land (= land), 

þing (= thing), etc.  Some of these words are used even today, such as sheep and 

deer.  We say “one sheep” and “two sheep,” but not “two sheeps.”  If the plural 

form of sheep were sheeps, then when we would like to go to sleep, we would have 

to say “one sheep, two sheeps, three sheeps, four sheeps, …” (thinking strongly 

about the plural form of sheep), and nobody would be able to go into sleep.  Only 

“one sheep, two sheep, three sheep, four sheep, …” will make people go to sleep, 

because the repetition of “sheep, sheep, sheep, …” begins to sound like “sleep, sleep, 

sleep, ….” 

 

Section 2: Adjectives 

If the adjective is used with a demonstrative pronoun, possessive adjective, or 

genitive noun or noun phrase, one of the weak declension endings is added to it; 

otherwise it is given a strong declension ending.  Refer to the following charts.  

As for the word order, when we use an adjective in Modern English, it almost 

always comes before the modified noun. Thus a “good man.”  In Old English, 

either gōd mann or mann gōd was used. 
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Strong Adjectives of gōd  (= good) 

Masculine Neuter Feminine  

Case Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nom. gōd gōde gōd gōd, 

gōde 

gōd gōda, 

gōde 

Gen. gōdes gōdra gōdes gōdra gōdre gōdra 

Acc. gōdne gōde gōd gōd, 

gōde 

gōde gōda, 

gōde 

Dat. gōdum gōdum gōdum gōdum gōdre gōdum

Instr. gōde *** gōde *** *** *** 

 

Weak Adjectives of gōd  (= good) 

Masculine Neuter Feminine  

Case Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nom. gōda gōdan gōde gōdan gōde gōdan

Gen. gōdan gōdra, 

gōdena

gōdan gōdra, 

gōdena

gōdan gōdra, 

gōdena

Acc. gōdan gōdan gōde gōdan gōdan gōdan

Dat. gōdan gōdum gōdan gōdum gōdan gōdum

Instr. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
 

 

Section 3: Pronouns 

We will find some of the personal pronouns of Old English very familiar to us 

because most of the personal pronouns of our time come from those of Old English. 

 

Pronouns 

Sg. Nom. iċ (= I) þū (= thou) hē (= he) hit (= it) heo (= she)

Gen. mīn þīn his his hire 

Acc. mē, mec þē hine hit hīe 

Dat. mē þē him him hire 

Pl. Nom. wē (= we) ġē (= you) hīe 

Gen. ūre ēower hira, heora 

Acc. ūs ēow hīe 

Dat. ūs ēow him 

 Notes: Sg. stands for Singular, and Pl. stands for Plural.      
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According to the Online Etymological Dictionary, about the personal pronoun I, it 

says: 

 

12c. shortening of O.E. ic, first person sing. nom. pronoun, from P.Gmc. *ekan …, 

from PIE *ego (m) ….  Reduced to i by mid-12c. in northern England, it began to 

be capitalized mid-13c. to mark it as a distinct word and avoid misreading in 

handwritten manuscripts. 

 

So iċ (/i:ʧ/) became i (/i:/) in the 12th century and i (/i:/) became I (/i:/) around the 

mid-13th century.  After the Great Vowel Shift, the pronunciation of I (/i:/) 

changed to I (/ai/). 

 

The objective cases of he, it, and she are him, it, and her.  If you look at the above 

chart again, you will notice that him comes from the dative form him and her 

comes also from the dative form hire.  But when it comes to it, it comes from the 

accusative form hit.  Why did this happen?  The answer to this question is that 

when people in the Old English period talked about a person, they used the dative 

forms him and hire quite often whereas the accusative form hit was used when 

they talked about a thing.  Therefore the objective cases him and her come from 

the dative cases and it comes from the accusative case.      

 

The second nominative singular personal pronoun thou comes from OE þū and it 

was superseded by the plural form you in the Middle English period.  And the 

plural form you at first was used in addressing superior individuals, later also 

strangers, and eventually all equals. 

 

The third person singular hēo did not bear our she.  Then where did she come 

from?  It seems to have been evolved from O.E. seo, feminine form of the 

demonstrative pronoun se, which is equal to our definite article the.      
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The third person plural hīe in Old English and our they in Modern English do not 

resemble each other in form.  Why?  Again they comes from a different source.  

It comes from Old Norse þeir, originally masculine plural demonstrative pronoun.  

In other words the word they was borrowed from another Germanic language that 

Vikings used around the 13th century. 

 

Section 4: Demonstrative Pronouns 

There are two demonstrative pronouns: one is the group of se /þæt /sēo and the 

other one is that of þes /þis /þēos. The first group (Group 1) is the same as 

that/those in Modern English and also se /þæt /sēo was used as the article the.  

The second one (Group 2) does the same job as Modern English this/these. 

 

Demonstrative Pronouns (Group 1) 

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural 

Nom. se þæt sēo þā 

Gen. þæs þæs þære þāra, þæra

Acc. þone þæt þā þā 

Dat. þām þām þære þām 

Instr. þŷ, þon þŷ, þon *** *** 
 

 

Demonstrative Pronouns (Group 2) 

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural 

Nom. þes þis þēos þās 

Gen. þis(s)es þis(s)es þisses, þisre þissa, þisra

Acc. þisne þis þās þās 

Dat. þis(s)um þis(s)um þisses, þisre þis(s)um 

Instr. þ-ys þ-ys *** *** 
 

 

Section 5: Adverbs 

It is easy to make an adverb because all you have to do is add -e to an adjective.  

And since many adjectives are made by adding -liċ to nouns, we will often see 
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adverbs ending in -līċe.  Also nouns that are not nominative were used as adverbs, 

so the genitive form was used not only as a genitive case but also as an adverb.  In 

today’s English there are adverbs such as nowadays, always, towards, etc., all of 

which appear to have come from the plural form of day, way, and ward (the last of 

which is a native English suffix denoting spatial or temporal direction).  But the 

truth is that all the -s endings in these words come from the genitive ending -es of 

the strong masculine singular noun declension.  Take a look at the explanations of 

nowadays, always, and towards from the Online Etymology Dictionary at 

<http://www.etymonline.com/>. 

 

nowadays < late 15c., contracted from M.E. nou A dayes (mid-14c.), from now + 

adayes “during the day,” with adverbial genitive. 

 

always < mid-14c., compound of O.E. phrase ealne weg “always, quite, 

perpetually,” lit. “all the way,” with accusative of space or distance, though the 

oldest recorded usages refer to time. The adverbial genitive -s appeared early 13c. 

and is now the standard, though the variant alway survived into 1800s. 

 

toward < O.E. toweard “in the direction of,” prepositional use of toweard (adj.) 

“coming, approaching,” from to  + -weard, from P.Gmc. *-warth, from PIE *wert 

“turn”.  Towards with adverbial genitive ending, was in O.E. as toweards. 

 

Other adverbs that have -s endings are: afterwards, backwards, forwards, 

outwards, inwards, upwards, downwards, etc. 

 

There are, of course, adverbs that have no -e or -s at the end of adverbial words, 

such as ēac (= also), fela (= much), full (= very), hēr (= here), nū (= now), swā (= so), 

þǣr (= there), etc.      
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Section 6: Verbs 

We have so far seen so many different inflectional endings in nouns, adjectives, 

pronouns, etc.  If we count the number of distinct forms of a noun for example, we 

will find out that no noun has more than six distinct forms.  But when it comes to 

verbs, most of them have fourteen distinct forms.  Take the strong verb bindan (= 

to bind) for example. 

 

Infinitive bindan 
Infinitives 

Inflected Infinitive tō bindenne 

Singular 1 binde 

Singular 2 bintst, bindest 

Singular 3 bint, bindeþ 
Present Indicative 

Plural bindaþ 

Singular 1 band, bond 

Singular 2 bunde 

Singular 3 band, bond 
Preterite(=Past)Indicative 

Plural bundon 

Singular binde 
Present Subjunctive 

Plural binden 

Singular bunde 
Preterite Subjunctive 

Plural bunden 

Singular bind 
Imperative 

Plural bindaþ 

Present Participle bindende 
Participles 

Preterite Participle ġebunden 

 

The following chart shows the declensions of the weak verb lufian, which means to 

love. 
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Infinitive lufian 
Infinitives 

Inflected Infinitive tō lufienne 

Singular 1 lufige 

Singular 2 lufast 

Singular 3 lufaþ 
Present Indicative 

Plural lufiaþ 

Singular 1 lufode 

Singular 2 lufodest 

Singular 3 lufode 
Preterite(=Past)Indicative 

Plural lufodon 

Singular lufige 
Present Subjunctive 

Plural lufigen 

Singular lufode 
Preterite Subjunctive 

Plural lufoden 

Singular lufa 
Imperative 

Plural lufiaþ 

Present Participle lufiende 
Participles 

Preterite Participle ġelufod 
 

 

Regular verbs in Modern English use -ed to show that the verb is used as a past 

tense.  And when we study the above charts, we could say that regular verbs’ 

conjugations come from the weak class of OE verbs.  For example, the verb loved 

seems to have come from lufode.  Whereas the irregular verb in today’s English, 

such as bind, comes from OE strong verb class.  Refer to the preterite (meaning 

past) form of bindan in the above chart. 

 

The verbs, such as am, are, is, was, were, be, being, and been, belong to the group 

called “be verbs” or “linking verbs,” but they do not look alike.  In fact, 

etymologically speaking, they come from different sources: be < OE beon < 

proto-Germanic beo-, beu- < proto-Indo-European (IE) bheu-, bhu-, bheuō (meaning 

become, grow); am, are, is <IE es- (meaning exist); was, were <IE wes- (meaning 

remain). 
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“Be” Verbs in Old English 

Infinitives bēon, wesam 

Singular 1 eom (> am) bēo 

Singular 2 eart (> are) bist 

Singular 3 is (> is) bið 
Present Indicative 

Plural sind, sindon bēoð 

Singular sīe bēo 
Present Subjunctive 

Plural sīen bēon 

bēo, wes 
Imperative 

bēoð, wesað 

bēonde, wesende 
Participles 

ġebēon 

Singular 1 wæs (> was) 

Singular 2 wǣre (> were) 

Singular 3 wæs (> was) 
Past Indicative 

Plural wǣron (> were) 

Singular wǣre (> were) 
Past Subjunctive 

Plural wǣren (> were) 
 

 

The above chart shows the reason why we can use were in the past subjunctive, 

even if the first person singular is used: If I were a bird, I could fly to you. 

 

Section 7: Vocabulary 

Just a brief look at an Old English word will give us an impression that Old English 

was a very rich and resourceful language.  And indeed it was. Take, for example, the 

word lufu, which means love.  There were so many words concerning “love.” 

 

lufian (= to love), lufestre (= female lover), lufiend (= lover), lufe (= loved home), 

lufigendlic (= lovely, lovable), lufelic (= loving, lovable), lufelice (= lovingly, 

kindly), lufsum (= loving, pleasant), lufsumnes (= kindness, pleasantness), 

luftacen (= love-token), luftēme (= pleasant, sweet), luf-wende (= lovable, 

pleasant), luf-wendlic (= friendly), luf-wendlice (= gently), luffeorm (= 

hospitality), modlufu (= affection, love)      
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Kenning, a metaphorical expression, used in place of a name or noun, also added 

resourcefulness to the vocabulary of Old English.  Since one of the important 

features of Old English is its use of compounds, kennings, most of which take the 

form of compounds words, were used a lot.  Some kenning examples are as follows: 

 

bān-cofa (= bone-dwelling, body), bān-hūs (= bone-house, body), ganotes bæþ (= 

gannet’s bath, sea), gold-giefa (= gold-giver, prince, lord), heofones gīm (= 

heaven’s gem, the sun), hord-cofa (= treasure-closet, heart, thoughts), hran-rād 

(= whale-road, sea), reord-berend (= speech-bearer, human being), sāwol-berend 

(= soul-bearer, human being), sāwol-drēor (= soul-blood, life-blood), sundwudu (= 

sea wood, ship), swan-rād (= swan-road, sea) 

 

Section 8: The Lord’s Prayer 

Now that we have studied some basic Old English grammar, let us move on to the 

reading of the Lord’s Prayer, the most well-known prayer in the Christian religion.  

This is the prayer given by Jesus Christ in response to a request from the Apostles 

for guidance on how to pray.  People in the Old English period (c.500 – c.1150) 

memorized the prayer handed down orally.  The following are the Old English 

version of the Lord’s Prayer and its notes. 

 

Fæder ūre, þū þe eart on heofonum, 

Sīe þīn nama ġehālgod. 

Tōbecume þīn rīċe, 

ġeweorþe ðīn willa, on eorðan swā swā on heofonum. 

Ūrne ġedæġhwāmlican hlāf sele ūs tōdæġ, 

and forġyf ūs ūre gyltas, swā swā wē forġyfað ūrum gyltendum 

And ne ġelǣd þu ūs on costnunge, ac ālīes ūs of yfele 

Sōþlīċe. 
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Notes on the above prayer: 

Fæder: m. father cf. fæderas (pl) = parents 

ūre: our 

þū: thou, you 

þe: < se relative pronoun who 

eart: are 

on: in, on, into, onto, to, among   cf. on Englisc = in English 

heofonum: < plural dative of heofon (m. heaven) 

Sīe: be-verb, present subjunctive is 

þīn: thy, your 

nama: m. name 

ġehālgod: < hālgian = make holy 

Tōbecume: < becuman = come 

þīn: your 

rīċe: n. kingdom 

ġeweorþe: < ġeweorþan = happen, be fulfilled, imperative of “become” 

ðīn: your 

willa: m. will 

on: on 

eorðan: eorð  f. earth, ground, world 

swā swā: just as 

on heofonum: in heavens 

Ūrne: accusative singular masculine of ūre 

ġedæġhwāmlican: < dæġhwāmlīc = daily 

hlāf : m. bread 

sele: < sellan = give 

ūs: us (dative) 

tōdæġ : adv. today 

and : and 
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forġyf : < forgiefan = forgive 

ūs: us 

ūre: our 

gyltas: < gylt = m. guilt accusative plural 

swā swā: just as 

wē: we 

forġyfað: imperative of “forgive” 

ūrum: < ure = us dative plural 

gyltendum: < gyltend = m. offender dative plural 

And: and 

ne: not 

ġelǣd: < lǣdan = go 

þu: you 

ūs: us 

on: into 

costnunge: f. temptation dative singular 

ac: but 

ālīes: < ālīesan = release 

ūs: us 

of : from 

yfele: < yfel = n. evil dative singular 

Sōþlīċe: ad. truly, amen 

 

Section 9: Beowulf 

Beowulf, a heroic epic poem of anonymous authorship composed in the 8th century, 

is the highest and the most important achievement of Old English literature and 

one of the earliest, longest and most complete examples of Anglo-Saxon verse.  

The story deals with events that took place in what is now Denmark and Sweden in 

the early 6th century.  Beowulf, a hero of the Geats, fights against three 
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antagonists: Grendel, who has been attacking the resident warriors of the mead 

hall (meaning a large building) of Hroðgar (the king of the Danes), Grendel’s 

mother, and an unnamed dragon.  The following is from the first lines of Prologue 

of Beowulf.      

 

Hwæt! We Gardena in geardagum,  

þeodcyninga, þrym gefrunon,  

hu ða æþelingas ellen fremedon.  

Oft Scyld Scefing sceaþena þreatum, … 

 

Refer to the following site to read the whole text of Beowulf, which consists of 3,182 

lines.  <http://www8.georgetown.edu/departments/medieval/labyrinth/library/oe/ 

texts/a4.1.html>  Also we can hear the sounds of Beowulf  by visiting the following 

site.  <http://faculty.virginia.edu/OldEnglish/Beowulf.Readings/Prologue.html> 

 

Section 10: Pronunciation in Old English 

If there had been a recording machine like a tape recorder or a portable IC audio 

recorder in the Old English period and someone had recorded the sounds of Old 

English that native speakers pronounced, we would be very happy to hear them 

now and would be able to pronounce Old English with confidence.  The fact is that 

there were no recording devices at that time and there are no natives speakers to 

teach us how to pronounce now.  Instead, linguists have tried their best to 

reconstruct the pronunciation of Old English from various evidences.  And the 

restored pronunciation is believed to be reasonably accurate. 

 

In Old English there were seven long and seven short vowels, and we have to 

remember this and distinguish the long vowel from its short vowel to reproduce an 

accurate historical sound.      
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The following list shows the whole range of vowel sounds. 

 

Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

faran to go /a/ 

swan swan /ɔ/  before n and m 

bāt boat /a:/ 

fæder father /æ/ 

rǣdan to read /æ:/ 

help help /e/ 

gēs geese /e:/ 

sittan to sit /i/ 

līf life /i:/ 

God God /o/ or /ɔ/ 

gōd good /o:/ 

cuman to come /u/ 

hūs house /u:/ 

mynster cathedral /u/ 

l-ytel little /u:/ 

 

On the other hand, most of the consonants were pronounced in such a way as that 

they are pronounced in Modern English.  Some of the differences are shown below. 

 

The letter c was pronounced /k/ and never pronounced /s/ as in Middle and Modern 

English.  C was also pronounced /ʧ/, and in this paper a dot over the c indicates 

this.      

 

Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

camb comb /k/ 

ċild child /ʧ/ 

iċ I /ʧ/ 

 

The letter g was pronounced either with the sound of /g/ or that of /y/ (or /j/).  A dot 

over the g is used to indicate /y/. 
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Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

glæd glad /ɡ/ 

ġiestrandæġ yesterday /y/ 

 

The letter h was pronounced /h/, as in Modern English, at the beginnings of 

syllables, but elsewhere it was pronounced approximately like the sound of 

German ch in Nacht or ich. 

 

Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

hand hand /h/ 

niht night /x/ 

 

The digraph sc was pronounced /sk/ in early Old English, but changed to /ʃ/. 

 

Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

ascian to ask /sk/ 

fisc fish /ʃ/ 

 

The digraph th sound was represented by two letters in Old English, the thorn (þ) 

and eth (ð).  Although both eth and thorn were used interchangeably in Old 

English manuscripts, initial and final þ (or ð) should be voiceless /θ/ and 

intervocalic þ (or ð) should be voiced /ð/.  The eth (ð) fell out of use by the Middle 

English period, while the thorn (þ) survived to the end of the 14th century.      

 

 

Old English Words Meaning Phonetic Symbols 

þæt that /θ/ 

strengð strength /θ/ 

feðer feather /ð/ 

 

Section 11: Some Expressions which can be traced back to Old English 

About on foot : When a person says, “I toured the world heritage site on foot,” he 
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means he used his two feet and two legs to walk around the site.  Then why the 

expression on foot, not on feet ?  Look at the following chart which shows the 

declension of the Old English word “foot.” 

 

Case Singular Plural 

Nom. fōt fēt, fōtas 

Gen. fōtes fōta 

Acc. fōt fēt, fōtas 

Dat. and Instr. fēt fōtum 

 

Since the declension that comes after a preposition requires the object form in 

Modern English and the dative form in Old English, we have to look at the dative 

case of fōt when we think about the usage of on foot.  When we walk or run, we 

usually use two feet.  So on feet is the natural form.  And indeed they said on 

fōtum meaning on feet in Old English.  So Modern English on foot appears to be 

“on + Modern English singular object,” but the truth is that it is “on + Old English 

plural dative.” 

 

About yesterday, today, and tomorrow : Yesterday comes etymologically from 

geostran (= yester) + dæg (= day).  This geostran comes from Proto-Germanic 

*gestra-, which originally meant the other day.  In other words, *gestra- signified 

the day other than today, and you could go backward or forward.  So once in the 

olden times yesterday meant yesterday, tomorrow or the other day.  Today comes 

from Old English todæge, to dæge (= on (the) day), and this to in todæge is a 

preposition meaning to or toward.  So today means toward the daytime.  When it 

comes to tomorrow, it comes from Old English to morgenne, meaning toward the 

(next) morning.  There were other expressions using morgenne in Old English.   

One of the interesting ones is on morgenne, which means either in the morning or 

tomorrow. 
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About good, better and best : In Modern English we use better and best for the 

comparative and superlative of good.  Originally the word gōd  had no comparative 

or superlative, so even in Old English they used betera and besta (other forms for 

best were betest, betost ), which were the comparative and superlative of bōt.  The 

same is true of bad (or evil or ill ), worse and worst.  Bad, which showed up in 

Middle English for the first time, possibly comes from the Old English derogatory 

term bæddel, which means effeminate person, and this word is related to bædan (= 

to defile).  Up until around 1400, before bad started to be used, either yfel or evel 

was used instead.  Worse and worst come from Old English wiersa and wyrresta, 

both of which have connection with the Proto-Indo-European language word *wers-, 

which means to confuse or to mix up.  This wers has a lot to do with the Modern 

English word war. 

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. If the Old English word bān became bone, what did the following words become? 

  1. hām 2. pāl 3. rāp 

 

2. Try to make adverbs by adding e to the end of each of the following adjectives 

and compare the difference in sound. 

  1. fæst (= fast) 2. heard (= hard, severe) 3. hlūd (= loud) 

  4. lang, long (= long) 5. wīd (= wide)      

 

3. Try to translate the following Japanese into Old English. 

3-1. そのよい男がその熊を縛った。 

  3-2. そのよい男たちがその熊を縛った。 

 3-3. そのよい男たちがその熊たちを縛った。 

 

4. What do the following kennings mean?  Refer to the following site: 

<http://home.comcast.net/~modean52/oeme_dictionaries.htm>. 
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  1. hēafod-gimm 2. gūð-wine 3. hilde-scūr 

  4. sǣ-wudu 5. gamen-wude 

 

Chapter 5: Vikings and Normans 

 

Section 1: The Viking Invasion 

From around 750 to 1050, people living in Scandinavian and Jutland Peninsulas 

moved westward to the British Isles, northern France and North America.  These 

people, commonly called Vikings, were the Norse, a Scandinavian sea faring people 

from Norway, Denmark, and Sweden.  They were called Vikings (sometimes called 

Danes or Norsemen) because they came from vik, which means inlet in Old Norse, 

the language spoken by them at that time.  Since vik means inlet and -ing in 

Viking means people belonging to, the word Vikings means Scandinavians who 

belonged to inlets, or the people who lived in inlets and made a living by fishing, 

raiding, etc.  It is said that every raid that Vikings made almost always came as a 

surprise.  They were rather like pirates and expert navigators who knew every 

coast of Europe like the palm of their hand.  Once they decided on which abbey 

they would attack, they would arrive out of nowhere at the nearby shore, and raid 

the target building.  They had superior weapons and were strong enough to take 

away treasure and get what they wanted.  After the raid, they would return to 

their ships and sail back to their homeland.      

 

On June 8th, 793, Vikings raided the abbey on 

Lindisfarne (present-day Holy Island) and destroyed 

it.  Some monks of the abbey were killed, some were 

thrown into the sea and others were carried away as 

slaves.  You can see some pictures of the ruined 

abbey at the following site: <http://www.holy-island. 

com/gallery/>. Vikings made raid after raid in the 
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northern part of England and 

occupied the area.  In 865 a large 

body of Danish Vikings landed in 

Britain and headed for East Anglia.  

There they fought against King 

Edmund of East Anglia and put 

him to death.  The town where the 

king was executed was Hoxne in 

Suffolk, East Anglia.  This town 

still exists and has a legend 

about King Edmund and the Danish Vikings, the latter of whom won the battle and 

seized the land.  The relief in the picture shows how King Edmund was trying to 

escape from his enemy. 

 

After the Vikings destroyed the Northumbrian, Mercian and East Anglian states, 

Wessex was the only country to be conquered.  They moved southwestward and 

fought battles with soldiers led by Æthelred I, king of Wessex at that time.  In 871 

there was a big battle in Ashdown, Berkshire.  Even though King Æthelred I was 

in reign when the battle was on in Ashdown, his younger brother Alfred was the 

one who commanded the force.  Alfred won the battle of Ashdown but the victory 

proved Pyrrhic as the Danes defeated King Æthelred I and Alfred later at different 

battle fields.  Later in the same year, at the battle of Merton, the king was 

mortally wounded and Alfred succeeded his brother as king the following year.  In 

878, he defeated the Danes in the Battle of Edington.  The two sides then made an 

agreement.  England was divided into two parts with the north and the east 

(between the Rivers Thames and Tees) declared to be Danish territory – later 

known as the Danelaw and with the areas of West Mercia and Kent declared to be 

the territory belonging to Wessex.  (The term Danelaw was not used to describe a 

geographic area until the 11th century.)      
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King Alfred was later called Alfred the Great, but it took about half a millennium 

for British people to call him Alfred the Great.  Up until then he was almost 

always referred to as King Alfred.  He had done a great deal to protect the 

Anglo-Saxon world from the Danes but it is said that Alfred committed two 

transgressions concerning the battle of Ashdown: one was religiously wrong, and 

the other customarily wrong.  When the Danes were on their way to fight against 

the West Saxons, King Æthelred I was praying to God in a church and refused to 

fight.  This made Alfred be in charge of the command.  Since praying to God was 

thought to be one of the most important things in Christianity, what Alfred did was 

not religiously correct.  Alfred also acted like a king when he was not, and 

surpassed his older brother and commanded the army.  This was not customarily 

correct.  So until the 11th century Alfred was King Alfred, not Alfred the Great.  

But in the 12th century he became one of the best-known of all the Old English 

kings and by the 16th century he acquired alone among English kings, the title of 

“the Great.” 

 

Now that the fighting between the Anglo-Saxons and the Danes stopped and the 

Danes became Christians, they started to live side by side.  Of course there were 

some periods of fighting between them in some parts of Britain, but in other places 

many of them lived quite peacefully together.   

 

What we have to remember here is that the Vikings were also descendants of 

Germanic tribes.  So when they mingled with people native to Britain, they did 

not have much trouble communicating with British people, for their languages 

were closely related.  Old Norse, the language of the Danes, began to have a big 

influence on the English language.  There must have been bilingual Anglo-Saxons 

and bilingual Danes at first, but as time went by, their children and grand-children 

began to use English with a lot of Old Norse words in their speech.  Slowly, Old 

Norse died out, but many words originating in Old Norse had come into Old 
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English. 

 

Section 2: Place Names and Words that come from Old Norse 

Let us take a look at place names in England that come from Old Norse.  Since 

most of the Danes lived in the Danelaw, the area to the north of a line drawn 

between London and Chester, many places in that area have Danish names.  In 

total there are about 1,400 place names in Britain that have Danish origins.  The 

following are just some examples. 

 

-by (= farm, village): Asgardby (= Asgard’s homestead), Colby (= Koli’s 

farmstead), Derby (= deer village), Grimsby (= Grim’s homestead), Newby (= 

new homestead), Rugby (= rook fortress), Wetherby (= sheep farm)  

-ham (= house or village (Old Norse), island (Danish)): Barham (= bear village), 

Durham (= island with a hill), Oldham (= old house) 

-thorp(e) (= farm, village): Crownthorpe (= farm near crooked trees), 

Grimethorpe (= Grim’s village), Scunthorpe (= Skuma’s village), Thorpe, 

Westthorpe (= westerly outlying farmstead) 

-thwaite (= meadow, piece of land): Allithwaite (= Eilifr’s meadow), Lothwaite (= 

clearing on a hill), Thwaite 

-toft (= piece of land, small farmstead, croft): Huttoft (= headland) 

 

Since Old English and Old Norse were not very different, we sometimes find it 

difficult to point out which words came from Old English and which words from 

Old Norse.  For example, there is a town called Sandvik in Iceland, which means 

sand village, and there is a town called Sandwich in Kent, England, which also 

means sand village.  But sand in Sandvik is thought to have originated in Old 

Norse sandr meaning sand, and sand in Sandwich comes from Old English, which 

means sand.  There are of course words that are easy to distinguish.  Words 

which start the spelling sk are most of the times from Old Norse.  On the other 
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hand most words which have the spelling sh are from Old English.  Thus, skin, 

skill, skip, skirt, skull, and sky are from Old Norse, and shall, ship, shirt and fish 

are from Old English. 

 

The following list shows some very common words that came from Old Norse. 

 

anger, bag, ball, birth, booth, bug, cake, call, club, die, egg, fog, freckle, gap, get, 

gift, give, gun, hit, husband, ill, kid, knife, law, leg, link, loan, loft, low, mistake, 

mug, plough, race, raise, reindeer, root, rotten, run, sale, same, score, seat, sprint, 

steak, sting, take, they, their, tight, till, ugly, want, weak, window, wing, wrong, 

… 

 

Old Norse also had an influence on Old English grammar.  Old English, which 

used to be a very inflected language, began to lose its inflections because of the 

contact with Old Norse, which had different endings.  Normans who were not 

familiar with word endings of Old English sometimes dropped them, and this 

helped the language lose inflections at the end of words.      

 

Section3:  The Norman Conquest 

While some Vikings were attacking England in the 9th century, other Vikings were 

also attacking many other places in present-day France, Ireland, etc.  In France 

they attacked the northwestern part, captured it and started to settle there.  By 

the early 10th century they had made a country called Normandy.  At first they 

spoke their mother tongue, Old Norse, but as time went on, after a few generations 

they stopped using it and started using French.  They also adopted French 

customs. 

 

In the early 11th century the relationship between England and France was 

relatively good.  King Edward, whose reign was from 1042 to 1066, had spent 
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some time in Normandy before he became king of England.  He grew up at the 

Norman court and was educated there.  When he was in Normandy, he became a 

good friend of William, Duke of Normandy.  Since King Edward died on January 

5th, 1066, leaving no direct heir, English nobleman Harold Godwinson (Old 

English: Harold Gōdwines sunu) became King.  He had no bloodline to the throne 

but his sister Edith had been married to King Edward the Confessor, which gave 

him a good reason to become the king. William, the Duke of Normandy, on the 

other hand, wanted to become King of England, too, and was not satisfied with 

Harold’s decision and decided to invade England and conquer the country.  To 

William, England was a very attractive country because it was much bigger and 

richer than Normandy.   

 

Duke William landed his invasion 

force of nearly 7,000 Normans and 

other European mercenaries on 

September 28, 1066 near Pevensey, 

East Sussex, about 13 kilometers from 

Hastings.  After this landing, he 

headed for Hastings and built a base 

near the town.  On October 14, 1066, 

Harold’s army had a battle with the invading Normans on a hill near Hastings, and 

Harold was killed there and William won the battle.  (This place is now called 

Battle.)  The picture shows peaceful Senlac Hill in Battle, where, about a 

thousand years ago, the fierce battle took place.  Named after this famous battle, 

Battle Town attracts many visitors from around the world who are interested in 

the Norman Conquest as well as the history of Britain. 

 

On Christmas Day 1066, Duke William was crowned King of England in 

Westminster Abbey, but it still took another five years to put all the local ruling 
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noblemen under his control.  They were mostly driven out, and English land was 

given to all those Normans who had helped King William. 

 

Now that the ruling class of England was replaced almost entirely by Normans, the 

language they spoke was French.  English was only used by ordinary people, 

many of whom were peasants and farmers.  So as a result of the Norman 

Conquest, England became a bilingual country: the upper class spoke French and 

the lower class spoke English.  Of course people in the middle or lower class who 

wanted to be rich by getting a good job had to learn French and Latin, the former of 

which is derived from the latter.  The French they spoke was not the French 

spoken in Paris.  It was called Anglo-Norman or Norman-French. 

 

After England became a bilingual country, the following happened in a natural way.  

Animals in the field were called by English names, while the meats on the table the 

noblemen ate were called by French names.  Look at the next chart. 

 

Anglo-Saxon cow calf  swine sheep deer 

Anglo-Norman beef veal  pork mutton venison 
 

Note here that there was another theory which says these French origin words had 

been used before the Norman Conquest. 

 

According to Dr. Johnson’s A Dictionary of the English Dictionary (1755), he 

mentions in the lexical item beef that it means 1. the flesh of black cattle prepared 

for food, and 2. an ox, bull, or cow.  This suggests that from the second meaning 

the word beef once was used as a term for a living ox or cow.  (And it still is.)  

How about pork?  He defines it only as swine’s flesh unsalted.  So pork has been a 

meat name all the time since the beginning.  There is no mentioning of chicken 

and duck in the above chart since it seems that people in the Middle English period 

used poultry for all the meat of domestic fowl.      
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The situation where French was the official language in England and English was 

not lasted about 300 years, until 1362, when English replaced French as England's 

national language for the first time following the Norman Conquest.  In this year, 

Parliament was opened with the customary Chancellor's address not in French but 

in English, and a statute decreed that English was to be the official language of the 

courts.  Also English replaced French in the schools. 

 

Of course there had been other events that contributed to the official resurrection 

of English.  Three of the events are: 1. King John, whose nickname is John, 

Lackland, and whose reign was from 1199 to 1216, lost the land he had in France, 

which led to the advent of the Magna Carta.  2. The Hundred Years War was a 

series of separate wars lasting from 1337 to 1453 between England and France.  3. 

There was a severe epidemic, called the black death, prevailing in England in the 

14th century.  The first and second events made both countries hostile to each 

other.  As for the third event, so many peasants and farmers were killed by the 

plague, which meant the peasants who were left alive began to be treated well and 

their language, English, began to be accepted as well.      

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. We have picked out and observed some common words that have derived from 

Old Norse in Section 1.  Consult the Online Etymology Dictionary about when 

each word came into English.  <http://www.etymonline.com/> 

 

2. The Bayeux Tapestry, which is a 0.5 by 70 meter-long embroidered cloth, now 

exhibited at Musée de la Tapisserie de Bayeux, Bayeux, Normandy, shows the 

events leading up to the Norman Conquest of England.  Go to the following site 

and look for King Harold killed in the Battle of Hastings.  <http://www. 

bayeuxtapestry.org.uk/Bayeux31.htm> 
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3. Consult an encyclopedia about King John, the Hundred Years War, and the 

Black Death. 

 

4. When did such words as beef, veal, pork, mutton, venison and poultry come into 

English?  Refer to the Online Etymology Dictionary at <http://www.etymonline.com/>. 

 

Chapter 6: Middle English 

 

Section 1: Changes in Grammar, Vocabulary and Spelling 

The English language from around 1150 to around 1500 is called Middle English.  

In this period there were many important changes in the language.  As mentioned 

in the previous chapter, England was a bilingual country for about three hundred 

years.  There used to be many inflections in Old English, but the invasions by 

several peoples made English grammar simpler.  The language lost most of its 

inflections during this period.  Henry Sweet, a British philologist who lived from 

1845 to 1912, called the Old English period “the period of full inflections,” the 

Middle English period “the period of leveled inflections,” and the Modern English 

period “the period of lost inflections.”  Let us look at the following table to observe 

how English changed between the Old English period and the Middle English 

period.  Take the word stone for example. 

 

 Case Old English Middle English 

Nom. stān stōn 

Gen. stānes stōnes 

Acc. stān stōn 
Singular 

Dat. stāne stōn(e) 

Nom. stānas stōnes 

Gen. stāna stōnes 

Acc. stānas stōnes 
Plural 

Dat. stānum stōnes 
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If we look at English from a viewpoint of vocabulary, we can call Old English a pure 

Germanic language, Middle English and Modern English a mixed language.  So 

many new words came into English from French and Latin.  According to Otto 

Jespersen, a Danish linguist who specialized in the grammar of the English 

language and who lived from 1860 to 1943, approximately 10,000 French words 

came into English during the Middle English period, and most of them remain in 

use today.  To be more specific, some three quarters of the words are still in 

English today.  And these words adopted by the speakers of one language from a 

different language are technically called loanwords or borrowings.  Here we are 

going to see some of the French loan words:      

 

everyday words: cup, fruit, lamp, letter, oil, rose, table, … 

terms used in church: abbot, baptism, clerk, confession, Creator, faith, miracle, 

pilgrim, religion, saint, Savior, sermon, theology, Trinity, … 

terms used in social class: baron, count, duke, marquess, prince, … 

  The following words are from Old English: king, queen, lord, lady, earl, knight. 

terms used in society: madam, marriage, peace, people, poor, rich, sir, … 

verbs: catch, change, govern, pay, prove, … 

terms used in government: administration, authority, country, government, 

liberty, mayor, nation, parliament, state, tax, treaty, … 

law-related terms: court, crime, defendant, fine, judge, prison, punishment, 

sentence, suit, … 

 As for the word law, it comes from Old Norse.  As far as murder is concerned, 

it comes from Old English, slaughter comes from Old Norse and homicide comes 

from Old French.  As for sin, it comes from Old English, and crime comes from 

Old French. 

military terms: army, battle, captain, castle, navy, soldier, spy, tower, war, … 

fashion-related terms: apparel, art, beauty, boots, button, coat, collar, color, 

costume, dress, fashion, garter, gown, lace, luxury, paint, robe, … 
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color-related terms: blue, brown, saffron, scarlet, … 

jewels: amber, brooch, crystal, diamond, emerald, ivory, jewel, pearl, ruby, 

sapphire, turquoise, … 

meal-related terms: appetite, feast, dinner, supper, taste, oyster, salmon, sardine, 

sole, beef, mutton, pork, biscuit, toast, cream, sugar, lettuce, olive, almond, raisin, 

cherry, fig, grape, lemon, orange, peach, salad, spice, herb, mustard, vinegar, 

cinnamon, nutmeg, boil, fry, mince, roast, stew, saucer, plate, … 

  Breakfast and lunch come from Old English. 

terms used in living goods: chair, couch, curtain, lamp, screen, blanket, towel, 

chamber, … 

  Stool comes from Old English.  Classical music performed by a small group is 

called chamber music, not room music. 

entertainment terms: carol, chess, dance, leisure, melody, music, recreation, … 

architecture-related terms: cathedral, mansion, palace, ceiling, cellar, chimney, 

porch, … 

literature-related terms: literature, poet, prose, romance, story, tragedy, chapter, 

preface, title, paper, pen, grammar, study, … 

others: aim, conversation, cry, double, easy, enter, face, hour, joy, labor, large, 

move, noise, pay, river, safe, save, season, spirit, strange, use, waste, … 

 

Words in the same language derived by different routes of transmission from the 

same source are called doublets.  In French, from around the end of the 12th 

century, the s before a consonant tended to disappear.  Take hotel and hostel for 

example.  Hostel became hôtel in Modern French, and it came into English in the 

17th century.  Whereas hostel in Norman French came into English in the 13th 

century and it still exists in our English today.  The same is true of feast, beast 

and forest.  Feast used to be feste in Old French and feste became fête in Modern 

French.  Old French beste became beast in English and bête in Modern French.  

Forest became forest in English and forêt in Modern French.  So we could say 
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English retains older forms of some French words. 

 

Let’s take one more example about doublets.  Standard French used cha- in some 

constructions where the Normans used ca-.  Thus there are such differences as 

cattle and chattel.  Capitale in Latin became catel in Norman French and then 

catel came into English as cattle in around 1250.  The same Latin word became 

chatel in Old Central French and it came into English as chattel in around 1200.  

Both words still exist in today’s English, but the meanings are different.  Cattle 

means cows and oxen, while chattel means movable property. 

 

So Middle English had words from Old English, Old French and Latin.  You could 

express an image by sometimes using a word derived from different origins.  If 

you wanted to sound vulgar, you could use a word from Old English.  If you 

wanted to sound literary, you could use a French-origin word.  If you wanted to 

sound academic, you could use a Latin-origin word.  This system is called 

synonyms at three levels. 

 

Old English(vulgar) ask time fast holy rise 

Old French(literary) question age firm sacred mount

Latin (academic) interrogate epoch secure consecrated ascend

 

 

There was also a change in the spelling system.  A few new letters such as v and z 

were introduced.  Wh at the beginning of a word was written hw in Old English, 

but it was written wh in Middle English.  For example, hwæt in Old English 

became what in Middle English, which is how we write it even today.  The letters 

þ and ð were not used in Middle English.  Instead th was used. 

 

Section 2: Geoffrey Chaucer (c.1343-1400) 

Geoffrey Chaucer, sometimes referred to as the father of English literature, was 
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born in London to a family of a wine merchant.  (His name Chaucer comes from 

French, meaning shoe shop (= chausseur), but he had no relationship with running 

a shoe shop.)  He attended the grammar school of Saint Paul’s Cathedral and 

studied Latin, French and maybe law as well.  Remember the year 1362 when 

vulgar English replaced sophisticated French.  In that year Chaucer was around 

19 years old, so he knew a lot about both English and French.  When he began to 

write his masterpiece the Canterbury Tales in his early 40s, he naturally picked 

out English to express his stories on a pilgrimage to Canterbury Cathedral.  He 

died on October 25, 1400, and was buried in the Poets’ Corner of Westminster 

Abbey in London. 

 

Tales of the Canterbury Tales are told as part of a story-telling contest by a group 

of about 30 pilgrims as they travel together on a journey from Southwark to the 

shrine of Saint Thomas Becket, Canterbury Cathedral.  Before he died, he had 

completed 24 tales, and it is said that he had planned to write about 120 tales (30 

pilgrims × 2 tales per person on the way × 2 tales per person on the way back) but 

didn't get to them.  The following shows the first six lines from the General 

Prologue with the Modern English translation by Larry D. Benson. (<http://www. 

courses.fas.harvard.edu/~chaucer/>) 

 

1         Whan that Aprill with his shoures soote 

               When April with its sweet-smelling showers 

2         The droghte of March hath perced to the roote, 

               Has pierced the drought of March to the root, 

3         And bathed every veyne in swich licour 

               And bathed every vein (of the plants) in such liquid 

4         Of which vertu engendred is the flour; 

               By the power of which the flower is created; 

5         Whan Zephirus eek with his sweete breeth 
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               When the West Wind also with its sweet breath, 

6         Inspired hath in every holt and heeth 

               In every holt and heath, has breathed life into 

 

He wrote the tales in the dialect of London, the East Midland dialect, and his tales 

in a poetry style became very popular, which helped make the language of London 

into the standard language.      

 

There were 83 known manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales, the latest of which is 

William Caxton’s 1478 print edition.  And this is the first version of the tales to 

have been published in print.  We will deal with William Caxton in the next 

section. 

 

Section 3: William Caxton (c.1422 – 1491) 

William Caxton was born in Kent, and went to London to work for a merchant at 

the age of 16.  In c.1441, when he was about 19 years old, he went to Bruges in 

present-day Belgium.  He was a successful businessman, working as the Governor 

of the English Nation at Bruges.  After his retirement from commerce in around 

1469, he became secretary of the household of Princess Margaret of York, the 

Duchess of Burgundy and sister of King Edward IV of England.  The Duchess was 

a widely-known scholar of literature, and she encouraged Caxton to begin 

producing fine manuscripts, which he copied by hand, making translations from 

the French.  In 1471 Caxton traveled to Köln, and for the first time in his life he 

saw printing machines there.  In 1474 he set up a printing business and published 

Recuyell of the Histories of Troie by Raoul le Fevre in English.  In 1476 he built a 

printing press and started his printing and publishing business in the vicinity of 

Westminster Abbey.  In 1478 he published the Canterbury Tales, and in 1484 its 

second edition was published.  He had produced 96 printed works in his life time 

and even published a French-English dictionary.  He did not forget to train later 
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printers and so several would-be printers were trained under him.  Since he 

adopted the language of London, he had a tremendous impact on making written 

English stable and on making the language of London the standard language of 

England. 

 

William Caxton wrote in the preface to The Boke of Enydos (The Book of Enydos ), 

published in 1490:      

 

And certaynly our langage now used varyeth ferre that whiche was used and 

spoken whan I was borne. 

 

The above was the English that was used about 500 years ago.  Although about 

half of the above words were different in spelling, the vocabulary seems familiar to 

us, and we could easily understand what the sentence means. 

 

The following is also from what Caxton wrote and published.  You will find it not 

so different from Modern English.       

 

I was sittying in my studye [when] to my hande came a lytyl booke in frenshe, 

whiche late was translated oute of latyn by some noble clerke of fraunce… 

 

Since he had spent so many years in Bruges, a French-speaking city, some of the 

English words were spelled in a French way.  For example, Old English and 

Middle English tonge became tongue, and Middle English prolog became prologue, 

and we still use them in today’s English. 

 

Section 4: Patronymics 

English surnames came into existence in the 11th century and became normal in 

the 13th and 14th centuries.  The reason is that the names such as John, William, 
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Henry, Richard and Robert occupied about 65% of all the male names in England 

and in order to distinguish different persons with the same name some people 

started to add an affix to their names.  There were several ways or conventions of 

adding suffixes or prefixes to their names and in this section we will see some 

examples of how names were formed by using this naming convention. 

 

Descendants of Anglo-Saxon families added suffixes such as –ing or –s to the end of 

a name.  Thus they got Browning from Brown, Jones from John (or Jone), 

Williams from William, and Edwards from Edward. 

 

If the descendants were from Celtic families, they added Mac- or Mc- to Scottish 

names, ap- or ab- to Welsh names and O’ to Irish names.  Thus if they are Scottish 

descendants, their names would be MacDonald or McDonald for Donald.  As for 

Welsh descendants, their names would be Bowen for Owen (ab + Owen), Price for 

Rhys (ap + Rhys), and Prichard for Richard (ap + Richard).  Irish descendants got 

O’Brien from Brien or O’Hara for Hara.  (By the way, Rhys means ardent or fiery 

in Welsh.  It has nothing to do with our rice for eating.) 

 

How about Danish or Viking Descendants?  They put -son or -sen at the end of 

their names: Andrew became Anderson, John became Johnson, and Godwin 

became Godwinson. 

 

Norman descendants put Fitz- in front of their names: Gerald became Fitzgerald, 

Harold became Fitzharold, and Morris became Fitzmorris.  See what the Online 

Etymology Dictionary says about Fitz-.  < http://www.etymonline.com/> 

 

Anglo-Fr. fitz, from O.Fr. fils, from L. filius “son of”; used regularly in official rolls 

and hence the first element of many modern surnames; in later times used of 

illegitimate issue of royalty.      
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So once we are familiar with patronymic names, we are able to tell where a person 

with a patronymic comes from originally by just looking at his or her patronymic. 

 

Section 5: the Great Vowel Shift 

We sometimes have difficulty finding out the reason why the word police is 

pronounced /pɔlí:s/ while polite is pronounced /pɔláit/, in spite of the fact that the 

only differences in spelling are c and t.  In order to explain the reason why, we will 

have to deal with the Great Vowel Shift, which took place during the late Middle 

and early Modern English periods.  During that period there was a huge change 

in the pronunciation with many words that had long tense vowels.  It took 

centuries to complete all the changes, so the change was a very slow one. 

 

After the Great Vowel 

Shift, long stressed vowel 

pronunciation shifted up 

one place.  If you do not 

know what this means, 

please look at the left 

chart taken from <http:// 

members.peak.org/~jeremy/dictionaryclassic/chapters/history.php>.  According to 

the chart, in around 1400, /i:/ became /ai/ and /u:/ became /au/.  Then in around 

1500, /e:/ became /i:/ and /o:/ became /u:/.  In around 1600, /ɛ:/ became /e:/ and then 

in1700 it became /i:/.  /a:/ became /æ:/, and then /ɛ:/ and /e:/, finally /ei/.  /ɔ:/ finally 

became /ou/ in around 1700.  No one knows the exact reason why this shift 

occurred.  But from generation to generation younger people pronounced their 

vowels differently from their elders and parents, and the same thing happened to 

the next generation, and on and on.  The following site shows a timetable and we 

can see how the words like time, name, stone, know, law, etc. have changed their 

pronunciations over the time. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Great_Vowel_Shift>       
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Let us see some examples of the Great Vowel Shift here. 

 

mine: /mi:n/ (14c)   � /main/ (15c) 

goose: /go:s/ (15c)   � /gu:s/ (16c) 

find : findan /fi:ndən/ � /fi:nd/   � /faind/ 

I: iċ /i:ʧ/    � ī /i:/   � I /ai/. 

like: lician /li:kian/   � /li:k/   � /laik/ 

 

We started this section with the question about police and polite.  The middle part 

of police is pronounced /li:/, while that of polite is pronounced /lai/.  Why did this 

thing happen?  The answer is that each word came into English at different times.  

According to the Online Etymology Dictionary, police, meaning civil administration, 

came into English from French in around 1530, and police, which means 

administration of public order, came in the early 18th century, whereas polite came 

from Latin in the mid-13th century.  The shift of /i:/ to /ai/ occurred during the 

15th century, so polite came before the Great Vowel Shift and police came after the 

shift.  Polite, which was probably pronounced like /pɔlí:te/ in the mid-13th century, 

came to be pronounced /pɔláit/ in the 16th century.  On the other hand, police, 

which was not affected by the shift, was pronounced /pɔlí:s/ when it came into 

English in the 16th century and it still retains its pronunciation. 

 

The same is true of the word nice.  It came into English in the late 13th century, 

and at that time nice was pronounced /ni:s/, sounding the same as the place name 

Nice in France (/ni:s/ in English, /nis/ in French).  The tense vowel /i:/ in nice 

changed and came to be pronounced /ai/ with the effect of the Great Vowel Shift.  

As for the meaning of nice, it has also changed.  If we look up the meaning in a 

Middle English Dictionary like the one at <http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/>, we 

will notice that when the word entered English in the 13th century, it meant foolish, 

sluggish, coward (< Latin nescius (= not know)).  It did not have any good meaning 
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at all.  But as time went by, the meaning changed a lot.  Nice people, which once 

meant ignorant people, meant silent people, then shy people.  The shy people 

looked a little uppish (depending on the perspective of other people), and then it 

came to mean that the people were hard to please.  Again hard-to-please people in 

turn looked delicate and sensitive, and then the word nice began to have a good 

meaning.  It came to mean sophisticated, refined, good, and kind in the early 19th 

century.  The sense development has been very extraordinary from the viewpoint 

of semasiology. 

 

There are words in English that were made by sound-imitation.  And those words, 

if affected by the Great Vowel Shift, will not give us any clue as to what their 

etymological meanings are.  Take, for example, the word whine.  Whine is now 

pronounced /hwáin/ or /wáin/, and the verb means to make a high loud sound, 

according to the Macmillan Dictionary.  Whine comes from Old English hwinan, 

and it was pronounced like /hwi:nan/.  The sound /hwi:n/ sounds like a whinny of a 

horse.  In fact the words whine and whinny came etymologically from the 

sound-imitations of a horse’s neighing /hi:n/, but the Great Vowel Shift changed the 

sound /i:/ to /ai/, which made us difficult to find out the real etymological meaning. 

 

All languages are always changing, which means that meanings of words and their 

usage, vocabulary and pronunciation are changing all the time.  As far as English 

pronunciation is concerned, there is a tendency to leave out syllables or delete 

parts of words. 

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. Go to the following page and see the Pilgrim’s Path from Southwark to 

Canterbury.  Also read the article there and find out what pilgrimage meant to 

people in those days.  <http://www.godecookery.com/pilgrims/ pilgrm04.htm> 
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2. Go to the Gutenberg Museum homepage at <http://www.gutenberg-museum.de/> 

(for the English version, go to <http://www.gutenberg-museum.de/index.php?id= 

29&L=1>) and look for a picture that shows what the printing press looked like in 

around the mid-15th century. 

 

Chapter 7: Modern English 

 

Section 1: The Renaissance vs. the Reformation in Europe 

People in Italy started to get interested in ancient Greece and Rome in the 14th 

century, and soon after that until the 17th century people throughout Europe also 

got to be interested in the humanistic revival of classical art, architecture, 

literature, and learning that originated in Italy.  To this period of European 

history the name Renaissance was given in the mid-19th century.  Artists started 

to make sculptures of Gods and Goddesses in Greek mythology and after the 

advent of printing presses, people started to read classical Greek and Roman 

literature. 

 

Although people in Italy believed that there was only one creator God in 

Christianity and they worshiped God, they also created sculptures and paintings of 

“other” gods.  Around the same time the corruption of Christianity occurred.  

People purchased freedom from God’s punishment of sin with money.  Martin 

Luther (1483 – 1546), a German priest, came to be strongly against this after 

taking a trip to Rome in 1510 and seeing the Papacy’s greed and corruption.  He 

taught that the Bible is the only source of divinely revealed knowledge, and in 

order to get the knowledge, all people should do is read the Bible in German (in the 

case of German people).  Luther translated the New Testament from Greek into 

German in 1522, and he and his collaborators completed the Old Testament 

translation work in 1534. 
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So in the European continent the Renaissance was born first and then the 

Reformation came.  What about the situation in England? 

 

Section 2: The Renaissance and the Reformation in England 

The two R’s (meaning the Renaissance and the Reformation) went side by side in 

England under the reign of King Henry VIII.  He was born in 1491 and raised in a 

Renaissance atmosphere where he was given a first-rate education from prominent 

tutors and he became fluent in Latin, French and Greek.  Some of the teachers 

were as follows: John Skelton, the Poet Laureate, who taught Henry VIII literature, 

rhetoric and languages, Bernard Andre, who was a Latin teacher, Giles d’Ewes, a 

French tutor, and Richard Croke, a Greek teacher.  He also studied theology, 

history, rhetoric, logic, philosophy, arithmetic, logic, literature, geometry, and 

music.  In addition he had strong interests in astronomy, navigation and 

cartography.  He was indeed raised in the Renaissance world, or in other words, in 

a humanistic environment.      

 

Now let us go to the story of the other R.  King Henry VIII got married to 

Catherine of Aragon, a widow of his older brother, in 1509.  About 20 years later 

he wanted to get a divorce and marry his mistress, Anne Boleyn.  Since a Catholic 

did not allow a couple to get a divorce, the king had to do something about the 

situation.  He decided to split from the Roman Catholic Church and establish his 

own church called the Church of England in 1534.  When he married Anne in 1533, 

England was still a Catholic country, so he married her in secret.  Now that he 

was able to get a divorce and then marry, he actually did so six times.  (I 

remember going into the Houses of Parliament in London and seeing the portraits 

of the six wives that King Henry VIII married on the ceiling of the central hall of the 

Palace of Westminster.) 

 

So during the reign of King Henry VIII, English people went through the two R’s 
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almost simultaneously.  At that time there were three kinds of people in England 

with different senses of values: one group of people belonged to the Renaissance, 

another to the Reformation and the other to both Renaissance and Reformation.  

One such representative from the Renaissance group was Sir Thomas Elyot 

(1490-1546), who compiled the first Latin-English dictionary in 1538.  He was the 

one who coined the word encyclopaedia and defined it in his 1538 dictionary.  He 

also did some translation work and wrote several books including Of the 

Knowledge Whiche Maketh a Wise Man (1533) and a popular medical book entitled 

The Castel of Helth (1539).  William Tyndale (c.1494-1536) belongs to the 

Reformation group.  He was a chief promoter of the Reformation in England as 

well as the first man to ever print the New Testament in the English language in 

1526.  Sir Thomas More (1478-1535) belongs to the third group.  He wrote Utopia 

in Latin in 1516 and History of Richard III in English in 1513.      

 

Which had a greater influence on the English language, the humanistic 

Renaissance or the puristic Reformation?  If we recognize that there were so many 

words borrowed from Latin and Greek, the answer to the question is the 

Renaissance.  Most of the imported words were so difficult that they were 

sometimes called inkhorn terms, words used by scholarly writers but unknown or 

uncommon in ordinary speech.  Why inkhorn?  An inkhorn was a real horn and 

they used it for storing ink.  When they wrote a very difficult word which came 

from either Latin or Greek, they would put the tip of their pen into the horn of ink 

and began to write the word slowly and steadily.  Some examples of inkhorn terms 

are: ability, agile, appropriate, autograph, dignity, education, exist, maturity, 

scientific, chaos, climax, crisis, dogma, emphasis, etc.  There were also words 

which were used as inkhorn terms but later rejected: deruncinate (= to weed), 

expede (= to accomplish), demit (= to send away), eximious (= excellent), etc. 

 

The borrowing of Latin words affected some spellings of the words that had entered 
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English before the Renaissance.  For example, the word soldier came into English 

as soudier from Old French in around 1300.  Chaucer used soudiours in his 

Romaunt of the Rose.  But people who studied Latin during the Renaissance 

period learned that there was an l in the original Latin word soldarius, and began 

to put an l  between sou and dier in soudier in their writing.  And we now have the 

word soldier.   

 

The same goes for the word debt, which came into English from Old French dete in 

the late 13th century.  Its spelling was dette in Middle English.  People got to 

know that there was a b in its original Latin (debitum), so they decided to insert a b 

and now we have debt. 

 

During the Renaissance period, people, regardless of their various backgrounds, 

went to school to study and they read books and newspapers, so the illiteracy rate 

in the England of the 16th century was about 50%.  And this was relatively low 

compared with the rate in the rest of Europe.      

 

Section 3: William Shakespeare 

We know William Shakespeare and his works had a great influence on later 

literature and drama but he also gave a big influence on the English language 

itself.  He contributed greatly to the increasing of the number of English 

expressions, some of which we will see later in this section.  Even though he is 

tremendously famous, very little is known about his life.  Even his actual 

birthdate remains unknown, but we know, according to the Stratford Parish 

Register of Holy Trinity Church, that William’s baptism took place on 26 April, 

1564.  (We can observe his baptismal record which reads Guiliamus filius 

Johannes Shakspere; that is William son of John Shakspere in Latin at 

<http://fly.hiwaay.net/~paul/shakspere/evidence1.html>.)  If he was baptized on 

that day, he was probably born a couple days earlier.  We assume that his 
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birthdate would have been April 23.  So we could say William Shakespeare was 

born around April 23, 1564 in Stratford-upon-Avon, and died on April 23, 1616 in 

the same birthplace. 

 

How about his name?  If you go to the above site, you will see quite a few different 

spellings of his name.  Just to name a few: 

 

William son of John Shakspere, wm Shaxpere, willm Shagspere, William 

Shakespeare, William Shakspere, Will Shakespeare, Mr. Shakespere, mr 

Shaksper, Shakspere, mr wm Shackespre, Wm Sha, Will. Shake-speare, William 

Shakespere, Mr. Shakspre, Will Shakspeare gent. 

 

William probably went to King Edward VI Grammar School in Stratford and 

studied mainly Latin grammar and translation there.  In those days, school 

started at 6 am in summer, and at 7 am in winter.  The students studied until 11 

o’clock, took a two-hour lunch, resumed at 1 pm and worked until 5 o’clock. 

 

William began to live in London around 1592, and while living there, he acted as an 

actor, a playwright and a poet.  He succeeded in his plays and reached the peak of 

his popularity in the first decade of the 17th century, and around 1613 he returned 

back to Stratford to spend the rest of his life.  He had bought a large house called 

the Great House of New Place.  He died at the age of fifty-two on St George’s Day, 

that is to say, on 23 April, 1616, after entertaining Jonson and Drayton, it is said, 

at New Place, and was buried in the chancel of Holy Trinity Church, Stratford- 

upon-Avon.  His burial is recorded in the register as follows: 

 

Aprill 25 Will. Shakspere gent. 

 

Shakespeare had considerable influence on the expansion of English vocabulary.  
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It is said that he used about 20,000 different words to write his plays and poems.  

There are other theories about the number of words he used.  For there is no 

possible way to count all words he used because some words could be considered as 

having two or more separate meanings or belonging to different parts of speech.  

Anyway, since John Milton (1608 – 1674), his contemporary, who wrote Paradise 

Lost in 1667, is said to have used about 8,000 words, and peasants in those days 

were able to use about 500 words in their daily conversation, Shakespeare’s 

language was astonishingly rich in vocabulary. 

 

How did he enlarge his vocabulary?  Of course there are dozens of words made up 

by him, but at the same time he had some techniques of enlarging vocabulary.  He 

often changed parts of speech.  For example, he turned nouns into verbs, creating 

an entirely new usage: “Julius Caesar, I Who at Phillipi the good Brutus ghosted” 

(the noun ghost turned into a verb), “Destruction straight shall dog them at the 

heels” (the noun dog turned into a verb), and “Do climate here” (the noun climate 

turned into a verb meaning to live). 

 

Shakespeare also liked to use hyphenated compounds to create an imaginative new 

word.  The following are some examples: out-Herod Herod, hugger-mugger, 

baby-eyes, ill-tuned, etc.      

 

He left many expressions that are used in our everyday speech.  These include: 

 

caviar to the general 

speak daggers 

a tower of strength 

mind’s eye 

a twice-told tale 

to the manner born 
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It’s all Greek to me. 

To be, or not to be, that is the question. 

What’s done cannot be undone. 

in one’s heart of hearts 

salad days 

Brevity is the soul of wit. 

I must be cruel only to be kind. 

Hold the mirror up to nature. 

Love is blind.      

 

Some scholars insist that not all expressions that we think Shakespeare coined 

were coined by him.  There are expressions that had been made and used by 

others before Shakespeare used them.  We should give those people credit for 

coining such expressions. 

 

Section 4: The Authorized King James Version (1611) 

Another great book appeared around the same time as Shakespeare.  During the 

reign of King James I of England (1603 – 1625), he ordered the translation of the 

Bible to conform with various principles and tenets of the Church of England.  

Forty-seven out of the nominated fifty-four scholars began to work on the 

translation in 1604 and completed the work in 1611.  The Bible consisted of 40% 

original wording and 60% old expressions from the previous Bibles, mainly from 

William Tyndale’s translations.  Let us look at a brief history of English Bibles 

here.   

 

In the 7th century there were partly translated bibles in Britain. 

In 1525/26, William Tyndale translated the New Testament from the original 

Bible written in Greek. 

In 1535, Coverdale translated the Old and New Testaments. 
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In 1537, Matthew Bible was published in 1537 by John Rogers, under the 

pseudonym “Thomas Matthew.” 

In 1539, the Great Bible was published.  Great comes from its big size, about 

the size of A3 paper. 

In 1560, the Geneva Bible was published.  It is said that Shakespeare read this 

Bible. 

In 1568, the Bishops’ Bible was published. 

In 1611, the Authorized King James Version was published.  (Authorized means 

authorized by the king.)      

 

Since they depended much upon Tyndale’s translations which were published 

about 100 years before, the Authorized Version was relatively full of archaic words, 

which turned out to give majestic sound to the Bible.  Let us see here some famous 

expressions from the Bible. 

 

Alpha and omega 

the apple of one’s eye 

the bowels of mercy 

by the sweat of one’s brow 

an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth 

old wives’ tale 

the wife of one’s bosom 

The scales fell from his eyes. 

 

Section 5: The Growing Interest in English 

As England was getting more and more prosperous, people were getting interested 

in their mother tongue.  Some became interested in spelling, some in dictionaries 

and others in grammar. 
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In the 16th century England, there was a movement of English spelling reform.  

Sir John Cheke (1514-1557), a phonetician, was opposed to inkhorn terms – words 

coined from Latin or Greek to make English sound more dignified.  Since he 

believed that the spelling should be a faithful representation of a word, he wanted 

to spell out the words as they were heard.  And also he proposed to remove all 

silent letters.  Another spelling reformer, Sir Thomas Smith (1513-1577) 

considered letters as pictures of speech and eliminated the c and q and 

reintroduced the thorn (use of theta θ). 

 

Jonathan Swift (1667 – 1745), who wrote Gulliver’s Travels, was a strong 

advocator of establishing an English Academy.  He strongly believed that there 

should be such an academy that would regulate the English language.  In Italy 

they had the Italian Academy, and in France they had the French Academy, both of 

which Swift admired.  In Germany there were many linguistic societies in the 

17th century.  He thought the English language was changing rapidly and was 

feared to become incomprehensible too fast.  In 1712 Swift addressed a letter to 

the earl of Oxford, Lord Treasurer of England. It was published under the title A 

Proposal for Correcting, Improving, and Ascertaining the English Tongue. In his 

Proposal, Swift complains about the impurity and imperfection of the English 

language; as a remedy he proposes an academy.  But in the final analysis no 

academy was founded in England. The then Dutch-born king was not interested in 

English at all. 

 

Here came Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary.  Samuel Johnson was born to a bookseller 

family in Lichfield, Staffordshire in 1709 and attended Pembroke College, Oxford 

but left there one year later because of lack of money.  His father died and left the 

family in poverty.  He earned money working as a teacher and then moved to 

London.  He began to work as a writer there.  A Dictionary of the English 

Language was finally published in 1755 after nine years of hard work.  The house 
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where he lived from 1748 to 1759 still exists today in the central part of London.  

It is a four-story building and is a kind of museum now.  It is well worth a visit. 

 

The dictionary has 2,300 pages with 42,773 entry words and 114,000 quoted 

passages.  Altogether the dictionary weighs about 10 kg. 

 

Let us take a look at some words from his dictionary.  First, unusual words in 

Johnson’s Dictionary:      

 

giglet : a wanton 

fopdoodle : a fool 

dandiprat : an urchin 

jobbernowl : a blockhead 

 

Next, words in the Dictionary which have different meanings now: 

 

fireman : a man of violent passions (today’s meaning: a firefighter) 

pedant : a schoolmaster (today’s meaning: intellectual snob, a hardhead)  

urinator : a diver; one who searches under water (today’s meaning: a person who 

urinates) 

jogger : one who moves heavily and dully (today’s meaning: someone who runs at 

a moderate speed) 

 

Some famous definitions from the dictionary: 

 

lexicographer: A writer of dictionaries, a harmless drudge. 

oats: A grain, which in England is generally given to horses, but in Scotland 

appears to support the people. 
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First English grammar book A Bref Grammar for English was published by 

William Bullokar in 1586.  Since Bullokar wrote English grammar based on Latin 

grammar, he mentioned that it was all right to use to loved and to had loved. 

 

Because people got to be very interested in their mother tongue and its structure, 

on the average one new grammar book was published every year between 1586 and 

1795.  And in the year of 1795 Lindley Murray published a book called English 

Grammar, which would be used worldwide, therefore would have a great impact on 

later English grammar. 

 

Lindley Murray (1745 – 1826) was an American, born and brought up as a Quaker. 

He practiced law, earned money, and retired.  In 1784 he went to settle in York, 

England and it was at the request of the teachers at the York Girls’ School that he 

compiled the English Grammar (1795).  It had an estimated 200 editions 

worldwide before 1850. 

 

Murray left America for England several years after the Revolution in 1776.  

America fought against England and achieved independence.  The English 

language had become a language of the enemy country, but nobody left the 

language behind.  Moreover Americans after the Independence tried hard to teach 

young Americans good English education in order to unite the whole country. 

 

Section 6: Webster’s Dictionary and the OED 

Another great lexicographer was born around the revolution time.  Noah Webster 

(1758 – 1843) believed strongly in the developing cultural independence of the 

United States, a chief part of which was to be a distinctive American language with 

its own idiom, pronunciation, and style.  So he decided to compile an American 

English dictionary.  In 1806 he published his first dictionary A Compendious 

Dictionary of the English Language, and in 1828 he published his magnum opus, 
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An American Dictionary of the English Language.  In order to publish the latter, 

he is said to have mastered 23 other languages, such as Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, 

Anglo-Saxon, etc.  This dictionary had about 70,000 entries, so many Americans 

felt that the dictionary had surpassed Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary.  It took Webster 

27 years to finish his dictionary, and when it was completed in 1828, he was 70 

years old.    

 

Webster documented American vocabulary such as chowder, hickory and skunk, 

and he insisted on changing spellings of many words.  He thought that musick 

should be music, centre should be center, and plough should be plow.  He tried to 

change tongue to tung and women to wimmen, but in vain. 

 

In 1928, just after 100 years from the publication of Webster’s dictionary, the 

Oxford English Dictionary (OED) was published.  James Augustus Henry Murray 

(1837 – 1915) was the primary editor of the dictionary from 1879 until his death.      

 

How did the project begin?  In 1857 the Philological Society of London called for a 

new English dictionary, but there were many concerns about what kind of 

dictionary they were going to make, so it took about 20 years to tackle down to the 

project.  In 1884, that is, five years into a ten-year project passed, the editors at 

long last reached ant.  They changed their idea and decided to publish the 

dictionary in fascicles.   

 

Features of the OED: 620,000 entries, a total of 59 million words, spellings and 

meanings are shown in the chronological order, etymology in detail, 2 million 

example sentences from 5,000 literary works. 

 

After the completion of the OED in 1928, they published the supplements to the 

dictionary, and their last one was published in 1986.  To make it modern, in the 
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late 1980s they integrated the Supplements with the OED to produce its 20-volume 

Second Edition.  To keep it current, in 1992 they published the first CD-ROM 

version of the OED.  At present the OED is provided online. 

 

Section 7: English in the 21st Century 

All languages change over time and constantly, and English is no exception.  

Especially in these days of the Internet, where English is the main tool of 

communication, more and more people use English.  (According to the Internet 

World Stats, as of 2010, about 540 million Internet users use English.  Chinese 

comes second with the number of 445 million.)  Since the number of native 

speakers of English does not increase very much, “more and more people” in the 

above sentence means “more and more non-native speakers of English.”  As the 

Internet population grows more and more, there is a possibility that English will 

dramatically change, so much so that we should have the true image of the right 

course that the English language should take.  What we called English yesterday 

was a bit different from what we call English today, and what we will call English 

tomorrow will become very different from what we call English today.      

 

Things to Do and Questions to Answer: 

1. What is the etymology of Renaissance?  When did the word come into English?  

Refer to the Online Etymology Dictionary at <http://www.etymonline.com/>. 

 

2. When and from where did the word Reformation come into English?  Refer to 

the above dictionary. 

 

3. Look for some Renaissance art, such as the Birth of Venus (by Sandro Botticelli, 

c.1445 – 1510) and sculptures at St. Peter’s Basilica located within the Vatican 

City. 
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4. Like the words soldier and debt, the word receipt has the similar history.  Look 

up the word receipt in the Online Etymology Dictionary and in the Oxford English 

Dictionary and find out how the word has changed over time. 

 

5. If you go to the site of Holy Trinity Church, where William Shakespeare was 

buried, you will find the logo of the church there.  The logo consists of three fish.  

Why are there fish in Christianity?  The site address is as follows: <http://www. 

stratford-upon-avon.org/>. 

 

6. What do the following hyphenated compounds mean?  (a) out-Herod Herod, (b) 

hugger-mugger, (c) baby-eyes, (d) ill-tuned 

 

7. Consult the word book in the Oxford English Dictionary.  First look at how the 

dictionary format of each entry word is made.  Then read the article about the 

etymology of the word book and observe how the spelling and meaning have 

changed over the years. 
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